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Reporters
Earn Awards
By: Lisa Wolk,
Editor-in-Chief
Several reporters from The
Fontbanner
were
recently
given honors at the Missouri
College Media Association’s
2006 Newspaper and Yearbook
Contest. Thiscontestisjudgedby
the Missouri Press Association,
an association for the editors and
publishers of over 300 Missouri
Newspapers.
Peter Cartier, who graduated
in May 2006, won a third place
award in the Regular Column
category for his story “A Pool and
His Summer are Soon Parted,”
which appeared in the October
2005 edition. Krista Brown,
sophomore, and Erin Devine,
senior, both won second place
awards in the Entertainment
Review
and
Investigative
Reporting
categories,
respectively.
Brown’s award
was for her article “Ryanhood
Entertains Students in DSAC
Caf with Jokes and Music,” and
Devine’s winning piece was
entitled “Wary Administrators
Stand Guard Against Identity
Theft.” Both articles appeared
in the October 2005 edition as
well.
All three students received
certificates of commendation,
along with statewide recognition
at
the
contest’s judging
conference.
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Convocation Ushers in Another Year
By: Rachel Whitener,
Features Editor
Scores
of backpack-clad
students filed into the University
gym Wednesday, August 30, for
the 2006 Academic Convocation.
Some looked tired or confused as
they passed a program distributor
yelling into their ears, “If you’re
here to get your stoles, sit on the
left; if you already have your
stole and you need your pin,
sit on the right. If you have no
idea what I’m talking about, sit
on the left!” The buzz in the
cold gym could be felt in goose
bumps, and students settled into
the tight rows to the sound of
Handel’s “See, The Conquering
Hero Comes.”
University faculty in full
regalia processed up the aisle in
two lines. Talking among the
audience stopped and fidgeting
began as close seating forced
students to nearly sit on each

others’ laps. After a prayer
by junior Dan Koehler, the
keynote address was delivered
by President Leon C. Henderson
of Cardinal Ritter College
Preparatory High School.
Henderson opened with, “My
dear brothers and sisters...!
have not come to entertain...1
have come to speak to your
hearts.” He then spoke of why
students are here: “to answer
the call to serve others.”
Henderson
challenged
the
students to use their education to
be better people. “Intelligence
plus character is the goal of
education,” he said. Henderson
quoted several key figures
including Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. and Benjamin E. Mays.
He concluded that the ultimate
measure of success is the gift we
give to our country, and he left
the students with these words:
“We make our living off what

we get; we make our life off
what we give.” The audience
then rose to give Henderson a
standing ovation.
Students reacted to the speech
positively.
Freshman Nabil
Pryce thought it was interesting.
“[Henderson] was really good,
very uplifting. It made me feel
nice to be back, but it didn’t
make me want to go back to
class,” Pryce says.
Dr. Golden walked to the
podium after the applause
subsided and “in the spirit of
Mr. Henderson’s remarks and
our mutual commitments on
behalf of the University” he
led the students, faculty and
staff in separate pledges. To
the staff, Dr. Golden said, “Will
you honor the importance of
the essential work that you
do, which makes teaching and
learning here possible?” The
faculty was challenged to

“promote holistic educational
development, respecting the
dignity, diversity and destiny of
every student.” Finally, to the
students, Dr. Golden said, “Will
you seek to live the best life
possible as an educated person?”
The reply from each group was
a collaborative “We will!” and
then the stole and pin ceremony
began.
Students were led from their
seats to the front where each
was met by a faculty member
giving them a stole or pin.
Professors
Donald
Burgo,
Chairperson of Philosophy,
History and Religion, Henry
Knickmeyer, Professor of Fine
Arts, Barbara Meyer, Professor
of Communication Disorders
and Deaf Education,. Rogene

Please see “Concovation” on
page 2.

Multicultural Fest Colors Medaille With Flavor
By: Cherell Johnson,
Reporter
The rhythms of Latin music
breeze through the air over
Medaille Meadow, where the
University’s first Multicultural
Festival was held. Samba Bom,
a Brazilian Samba band, opened
the festival with vibrant live
music that featured rhythmic
string, horn, and percussion
instruments. The full flavor
of Latin music was expressed
with great coordinated dance
moves by Brad Rosenborn
and company. As the dancers
paraded in their meticulous
moves of the cha-cha and tango,
they enticed other students and
faculty to join them, including
our own president. Dr. Golden,
which may have been the one of
the most entertaining sights of
the day.
On the grounds of the Meadow,
a rectangle of different tables
was arranged for attendees to
explore the exhibits that vendors
had on display. One of the most
popular stops was Caricatures
by Cbabi Bayoc, a local artist,
who drew head shots of those
students who were willing to
stand in the beaming hot sun.
The caricatures captured the
best features of students, only
with extended noses and slightly
tilted chins. “My pictures looks

just like me, only with a bigger
forehead and if you tilt your head
to the left a little,” Jenna Grush,
senior, says.
After getting a caricature, the
next table was City Wide Gospel
Ministries looking forall students
that possess musical talents.
However, if one is afraid they
may show up on the bloopers of
American Idol, the trivia tables
may have been a better choice to
express intellectual talents. The
trivia topics were in areas such
as African American History,

sponsored by SEBA (Students
for the Enhancement of Black
Awareness), Women’s Trivia,
sponsored by FWS (Fontbonne
Women’s
Support
Group),
Asian Trivia, sponsored by
International Affairs, and Native
American Trivia, sponsored by
the Multicultural Affairs office.
Also to feed the mind were
selections from the University’s
Library, which featured books
like Paris in a Basket by Nicole
Aimee Meyer.
As students continued to

mosey through the Meadow,
they came across local artist
Daniel L. Hodges, who was
working on his next great
masterpiece, which featured all
the African American sororities
and fraternities blended as one.
Hodges’ collection also featured
great images and portraits of
African American heritage and
spirituality both for sale and
display.
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Students learn some salsa dance steps, courtesy of Brad Rosenbern and company at the Multicultural Festival
while the band Samba Bom plays in the background.

Please see “Festival” on page
8
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Freshmen Learn about ‘Fire’

Chris Gill
Disappears
By: Kelly Davis,
Reporter
There have been many
changes at the University in the
last two years. Enrollment is
up, there are new professors,
new computers in Ryan Hall
and a new and improved eating
area in the Dunham Student
Activity Center (DSAC). The
most recent change is that a staff
member is leaving the Student
Affairs office. Chris Gill is
moving on to .. .the DSAC!
Chris Gill, Director of Student
Affairs, is moving from his place
in the Student Affairs Office. He
is in charge of several programs,
such as directly overseeing all
the student activities, including
the Fontbonne Activities Board
(FAB). He also directs other
student
organizations
such
as the Student Government
Association (SGA).
Gill is
particularly important to new
students because he is one of
the first people they will meet
at orientation and he will have
many answers that they need as
they settle into life here at the
University.
Gill has loved being here
at the University since he
first came on staff in 1999.
“1 see my relationships with
students as colleagues.” Gill
says. Obviously, he finds his
responsibilities very important
and he treats all students with
equal respect.
Unfortunately,
students and staff might be
hunting for Gill soon. Everyone

at the University is used to
walking into the Student Affairs
office and seeing all the familiar
faces, especially Gill’s.
The specific location where
Gill can be found this fall is the
first floor in the DSAC. Gill and
others think that this location
will be the best, since Gill is
in charge of student activities,
so it fits that his office would
be located in the building that
is called the Dunham Student
Activity Center.
“It just seems to make sense to
make the move. [The University]
has put a lot of money into the
building and they want to see
a lot of the students using the
building as kind of a hangout
place or somewhere they can go
between classes. Hopefully this
will increase student usage by
putting my office over there and
kind of forcing students to come
to the DSAC because I meet
with students regularly for a lot
of different reasons,” Gill says.
With the office change, Gill is
also going to have to go through
some training lessons. Brian
Hoener, Director of the DSAC,
is training Gill how to do certain
things in the DSAC when
Hoener will not be around, such
as pulling out the bleachers and
operating the message board.
Getting the walls painted, the
carpet installed, and adding
Gill’s furniture and personal
touch to the office took some
time, but the move has been
completed as of September 25 th,
2006. The hunt is over. The lost
has been found.

Convocation, continued from page one
Nelsen, Asst. Professor of
Human Environmental Sciences,
Elizabeth Newton, Chairperson
of Mathematics and Computer
Science, Sr. Rita Marie Schmitz,
Professor of Education, Donald
Shifter, Professor of Business
Administration, and Rex Van
Almsick, Professor of Social
Sciences, draped the off-white
stoles with purple seals over
shoulders and handed out the
gold pins. The stoles and pins
were meant as reminders of the
“commitment to Learn More.
Be More.” As one line of
students sat and another rose,
the respectful silence in the gym
lifted. Some students took off
their stoles and folded them in
their laps. Others were looking
around, waiting to be released
into the wild again.
The stole and pin ceremony
marked the end of convocation.
Faculty and staff, followed by

students, slowly filed out of the
gym while classics by Mouret
and Charpentier played. For
some, the convocation was their
second to attend, and yet, it
turned out to be a very different
experience. “As a freshman, I
liked it. The socialization was
really nice; it was new, coming
at me all at once and it got me
excited. This time I accidentally
sat on the wrong side with the
freshmen, and seeing their faces
and hearing what they had to
say was cool,” Tyler Jones,
sophomore, says.
The formal initiation of
the year, the 2006 Academic
Convocation, was over. The
crowd continued on to enjoy
their free barbeque. The next
day, they would be a crowd
trudging to class balancing
mounds of expensive books and
complaining about the parking.

By: Dan Koehler,
Opinions Editor

When most students think
about fire, they think about a
camping trip or candles. When
those same students are asked
about catching the fire they
think about spending time in
the hospital or dealing with
insurance companies. However,
the University has a different
take on Catching the Fire. And
it starts with the freshman during
orientation.
Orientation is a time for
bringing the newly acquainted
students together. Nothing does
this better than the events planned
by the FOCUS leaders. The
events ranged from a scavenger
hunt at the City Museum to
bringing in a mentalist to play
mind tricks on the freshman.
But one event stands out from
all of the rest: Catch the Fire.
“It was not like anything 1 have
ever seen before, in a good way,”
Josh Demers, freshman, says.
Catch the Fire was designed
in 2001 to help welcome our
freshmen into the mission,
values and charisma that we have
as a university sponsored by the
Sisters of St. Joseph according
to Campus Minister Tony
Mravle. “Last year I worked
with Sr. Barbara Dreher to
evaluate this and determine how
we could make improvements in
the overall process and how we
could streamline this ritual from
an almost two hour ceremony

down to one hour while still
retaining the character and
essence of what we were trying
to do,” Mravle says.
It is a special ceremony that
unites and inspires the freshman
class. The inspiration is different
for everyone. Demers had never
been to the University’s campus
before arriving at freshman
orientation.
“It was a very
welcoming ceremony. I was
really nervous about coming
here for the first time and not
knowing what to expect. It
helped me feel like I made the
right choice and motivated me to
make the most of my time here,”
Demers says.
Freshman Emilia Lubrano
was uncertain whether or not
she would attend the ceremony.
“I was apprehensive about
attending because I was unsure
of what kind of atmosphere
it would be and 1 didn’t want
to feel uncomfortable. 1 left
Catch the Fire with a highly
informed biography of what [the
University] really stands for. The
foundation of the school was
great to hear about,” Lubrano
says.
Campus
Minister
Sarah
Schumacher has her own take
on Catch the Fire. This was
Schumacher’s first event as an
employee of the University.
“[Catch the Fire] shows that
the University is more than
just an academic institution; it
is also a spiritual community,”
Schumacher says. “It really

showed me what [the University]
is about. I felt like 1 was being
initiated in with all of those
freshmen knowing that 1 would
be their campus minister while
they study and live here.”
“Catch the. Fire to me means
actually standing for something,
believing in something, in such
a way that we have a passion and
fire for living a life that we love
that makes a difference in the
lives of others,” Mravle says.
Junior Ashley Brown, one
of the Freshman Orientation
leaders, considers this ritual to be
one of her favorite of her college
experience. “I don’t think that
my, or anyone else’s, college
experience would be complete
without having attended Catch
the Fire. It’s the University’s
way of initiating students into
the school,” Brown says.
So far, the freshmen have
seemed to take to one of the
meanings of Catch the Fire:
inspiration. They are getting
involved in campus activities,
ranging
from
attending
events to participating in their
chosen sport to finally joining
organizations.
“They are
excited about the community
around them, they’re having fun.
they’re participating in campus
activities,” Schumacher says.
“I think we found a way to
keep the fire burning throughout
[the freshman’s] entire time here
at the University,” Brown says.

Last time I checked it wasn't
a crime to have knowledge.
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A Challenge to Be More
By: Cherell Johnson,
Reporter
“A Commitment to Preparation
for Something Higher” was the
charge and mission that guest
speaker Leon C. Henderson
challenged the University’s
students to take into action
at the 2nd Annual Evening
Convocation
on
Tuesday,
August 29, 2006. According
to the program. Convocation
is a time for students, faculty,
and staff to come together and
commemorate the University’s
Catholic identity. It is also a time
to jumpstart the new school year,
giving students drive, initiative,
motivation, and courage to carry
out the mission and commitment
as seekers of higher learning, to
“Learn More, Be More”.
Convocation
has
always
been a vital part of the school
year, according to Sister Mary
Carol, the event goes back as
far as she can remember. For a
very short time, Convocations
had been cancelled, but they
were reinstated in the late
1980’s. However, the evening
Convocation is something new
to the University. Convocation
is generally held on the second
Wednesday of the school year
during the morning hours.
With many students being nontraditional, a great number of
students have been unable to
attend the morning Convocation.
The faculty and staff, particularly

of the OPTIONS program,
knew that there was a great
need to ensure that all students
including the non-traditional
and evening students felt a part
of the University. This year’s
evening Convocation allowed
those students an opportunity to
catch the spirit of the new year,
as well as receive their stoles
and pins.
The
evening
began
with Invocation by Sarah
Schumacher, Assistant Director
of Campus Ministry, followed
by the welcome and introduction
of the Speaker by Dr. Nancy
Blattner, Vice President and
Dean for Academic Affairs. The
University chose someone who
understood the call to “explicate
our values and pursuit for
knowledge” Dr. Blattner said.
The speaker of the evening, Mr.
Leon C. Henderson, has attended
Catholic schools all his life and
currently serves on the boards
for both Marian Middle School
and St. John Vianney High
School. Henderson’s message
was informal in its presentation,
but the weight of his words
was not to be taken lightly. His
message showed the University
students, staff and faculty that
we are “called in a special way
to a vision and mission to the
world.”
“We must change our thinking
in our mindset, scholarship and
everyday thinking... to think
and teach to think without
constraint,” Henderson said.

The University was charged
to take heed to the needs of the
world, and understand that “our
successes are intricately tied to
our brothers and sisters across
the globe”. Henderson’s speech
ended with a deserving and
celebratory standing ovation.
Dr.
Golden
followed
Henderson’s speech with a few
words of encouragement and
then the commissioning of the
staff, faculty and students. The
Stole and Pin ceremony began
and by the sound of the crowd,
many students were excited to
receive their new gifts. Fran
Maher, Director of Academic
Student Services OPTIONS,
closed the evening.
The evening Convocation was
followed by a reception with
light refreshments of cookies and
punch, which served as a light
snack for many of the students
who had to return to class. For
Sarah Watson, a graduate student
in the Education Program and
former undergraduate student,
this was her first time at an
evening convocation. “The
evening Convocation is much
more relaxed and a little more
informal... what I miss most is
the full meal you get at the day
Convocation,” Watson says.
Even though the evening
Convocation was more relaxed,
less formal, and had smaller
attendance, the true purpose
still shines through, with an
encouraging message to continue
the vision of the University.

Back rowfrom left: President Dr. Golden and Phi Kappa Phi Represenative Perry
Synder. Front row: Joyce Starr Johnson (PKP President-Elect), Sharon McCaslin
(President), and Nancy Blattner (Assoc. VP and Dean ofAcademic Affairs

University Installs
New Honor Society
have to sign a petition stating
that they will support the new
chapter.
In the fall of 2005, Dr.
Following the events ofAugust
Sharon
McCaslin, University
30’s Convocation, faculty and
Librarian,
along with Dr.
staff members assembled in the
Nancy
Blattner,
Vice-President
Doerr Chapel to begin a new
and
Dean
of
Academic
Affair,
chapter of a century’s old honor
started
the
petitioning
process
society, Phi Kappa Phi. Thirteen
to find the necessary charter
new initiates, including President
members.
Starting a new
Golden, were installed by fifteen
chapter
at
the
University was
charter members during the
especially
important
to Blattner,
ceremony.
who
is
a
Regent
of
Phi Kappa
These thirteen new initiates
Phi.
McCaslin
also
has prior
joined over a million fellow
experience
with
Phi
Kappa
Phi,
members of Phi Kappa Phi,
as
she
has
been
a
life
member
which was founded in 1897
for thirty years. To Blattner’s
at the University of Maine.
and McCaslin’s satisfaction,
The country’s biggest and
the application was approved
most astute honor society, it
by the Phi Kappa Phi Board
has chapters on 300 college
of Directors in May, 2006,
campuses in the United States,
along with two other schools:
Puerto Rico, and the Philippines.
Wayne State College, located in
The University’s chapter is one
Nebraska, and the University of
of nine in Missouri, and it is the
Texas at Arlington.
only private institution chapter
The top 7.5 percent of junior
in the state as well.
students
and the top ten percent
Phi Kappa Phi’s mission,
of
senior
students, along with
according to their website, is
outstanding
graduate students,
“to . recognize and promote
will
be
invited
as student
academic excellence in all
initiates
into
the
chapter in
fields of higher education and
spring
of
2007.
These
students,
to engage the community of
along
with
the
faculty
members
scholars in service to others.”
of Phi Kappa Phi, will be able
This is accomplished through
to enjoy numerous benefits
maintaining an international
from the organization, including
network of scholars, providing
scholarship opportunities, job
annual scholarship monies, and
networking support, and partner
establishing career assistance.
discounts.
To start a new chapter, an
The University’s acceptance as
institution must first fulfill
a
new chapter of Phi Kappa Phi
certain requirements, including
is
a testament to the countless
having an effective library
initiatives
by the Administration,
collection,
regional
and
faculty,
staff,
and students
I national accreditation for its
to
strive
for
distinction,
both
degree programs, promoting
on
academic
and
personal
scholarship through exceptional
levels. “The establishment of
opportunities,
and
having
a Phi Kappa Phi chapter at [the
a superb faculty.
If these
University] is a visible sign of
requirements are met, applicants
our continuing commitment to
from the institution must petition
scholarly pursuits,” Dr. Golden
at least 15 charter members, with
says.
ten of those being members of
the institution. These members

By: Lisa Wolk,
Editor-In-Chief
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Psychology Department
Gets A New Face

Students Get Fashion Advice
By: Chrystal Edwards,
Reporter

By: Amanda Rampold,
Reporter
At first
glance,
Laurel
Newman could pass as a college
student. Sitting at the desk in her
office, Newman has a youthful
exuberance when discussing her
work, the kind of exuberance
from recent college graduates
when they first begin working.
And no wonder—Newman
began teaching only a week
and a half after she graduated.
As one of the new editions to
the University’s Psychology
Department, Newman shows the
same dedication and hard work
as professors twice her age.
Newman was one of three
applicants chosen from a national
search for the teaching position
as well as the only applicant from
St. Louis, which is quite rare,
according to Deborah Phelps,
Department
of Behavioral
Sciences Chairperson. “The
odds are that the applicant pool
will be primarily composed of
people from out of town,” Phelps
says. But, Newman appeared to
be the perfect candidate for the
job. “We were looking for a
psychologist and that is Laurel’s
area of expertise,” Phelps
explains. “She was a good fit
with the University in terms of
personality and the values of the
community.”
After receiving her Bachelor’s
degree
from
Lindenwood
University (where she double
majored in psychology and
sociology), Newman worked
for two years at the University
of Missouri in Columbia doing
neuropsychological
testing,
followed by a year as a sleep
lab technician at Washington
University. She went to graduate
school on full scholarship at
Washington University, where
she did her dissertation on
narcissism. Almost immediately
after graduation, she began
working at the University. “I’ve

always liked school—the fact
that your job is to find new
information,” she says.
Newman wanted to study
psychology ever since she was
in second grade. “I’ve always
been interested in the differences
between people, and how people
interact with one another,” she
says. She grew up in Augusta,
Missouri with her father and
one sister. The family lived on
a farm in an old house that has
since been turned into a bed and
breakfast. Now Newman lives
in Kirkwood with her husband
of two years, one dog, and two
cats. She enjoys the same things
many young people like to do:
traveling, trying new restaurants,
and reading. Newman even
enjoys making jewelry. “I
started making jewelry when I
got married; I made the jewelry
for my wedding. “I don’t sell the
jewelry, it’s just a hobby. I think
it’s nice to have that artistic
expression,” Newman says.
Newman worked part-time
at the University last Fall
semester as an adjunct instructor
teaching
Developmental
Psychology. Although Newman
had experience teaching, she
still had her share of anxieties
about becoming a full-time
professor. “Teaching full-time
is a major change; it’s a lot
of responsibility-finding the
balance between making the
lessons challenging for students,
but not too overwhelming,”
Newman says.
This fall semester, Newman
will be teaching two sections
of Developmental Psychology,
and two sections of Social
Psychology. With so much to do,
chances are Newman will have
very little free time. She does
not seem to mind, however. “I’m
happy to be here. 1 hope I can do
my part to make my students
enjoy their time here, as well,”
Newman says.
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When
contemplating job
opportunities after graduation
and those pesky interviews there
is something that is a must have:
the appropriate wardrobe. To
give students some advice on job
wear, image consultant for First
Impressions, Nancy Nix-Rice,
who was dressed appropriately
in a black skirt suit that happened
to match her hair perfectly, gave
a presentation called “What Not
to Wear: Career Edition” on
September 7, 2006 at 6:00 PM
in Lewis room of the library.
Theeventwasgivenby Personal
and Career Counselor Jennifer
Self. Nix-Rice used a Power
Point Presentation to illustrate
the different forms of dress that
were appropriate and those that
were inappropriate. According
to Nix-Rice, “Appearances
really do count. There is a
Straight A formula that needs
to be followed: AppropriateFitting the industry and the job
category, Attractive—Looking
nice, tailored and savvy without
going too over the top, and
Affordable- This means getting
a nice job wardrobe without
spending all of your paycheck.”
Boardroom wear for men for
banking or accounting jobs for
instance, consists of an executive
look, a basic suit with a navy
blue or a black blazer. The suit
needs to be worn with a silk
tie. “No Mickey Mouse Ties,”
Nix- Rice said. Also according
to Nix-Rice, the tie needs to
contrast with the skin color of
the person; if a person is pale
then they probably should not
wear a plain red tie for instance.
They should wear a tie that is
red mixed with cream or another
color to really contrast with their
skin tone better versus the plain
red tie. The shirt underneath
should be a regular buttoned
up shirt, not a polo shirt. The
shirts sleeves should come to the
wrist.
“Even though Fortune 500
companies
are
re-thinking
BusinessCasualit’sstillpopular,”
Nix-Rice said. Executive Casual
is consits of casual trousers or
khakis. Mainstream Casual is
for people that spend more time
in their office so they have more
flexibility with what they can
wear. With Baseline Casual, the
most causal articles that can be
worn are polos and khakis.
Nix-Rice’s who was wearing
earrings that complemented
her face, gave a few jewelry
tips. “When wearing jewelry,
women should wear earrings
that are not too dangly or
overbearing to the frame of the
face.,” Nix-Rice said. The same
thing goes for women for Basic
Business, which consists of a
suit with tailored wool jacket.

first
JmpressioMs
WHO:
Nancy Nix-Rice
WHM SHO DOOS: Image Consultant
and author
WHORO: 1012 North Taylor Avenue,
Saint Louis MO, 63122
HOR WORK: Good: A Comprehensive
Guide to Wardrobe, The New Professional
Image: Business Casual to Boardroom,
and Wardrobeworks: Solving the Puzzle of
Personal Style
In Executive Casual, women
can wear a matching pants suit.
Mainstream Casual can include a
classic skirt that is not too short,
with a sweater. With Baseline
Casual, women can wear khaki
pants or skirt with a coordinating
shirt.
As
part
of Nix-Rice’s
presentation,
Jenna
Grush,
senior,
and Jered Gruszka,
senior, walked across the Lewis
room showing off examples of
casual wear for men and women
from Macy’s with the help of
Nix-Rice. Grush had on a blue
suede jacket with a light brown
shirt underneath. She wore dark
brown pants which contrasted
well with the shirt. “She also
wore a gold metallic necklace
with a blue stone in the middle
that went perfect with the jacket,”
Nix-Rice said. Gruszka was a
model for men’s casual wear. He
wore a brown corduroy sports
jacket, a heather purple sweater,
cotton twill khaki trousers, and
brown shoes. He showed he was
quite the model when he threw
his jacket over his shoulder as he
walked away.
There are other factors that need
to be taken into consideration
for looking good on the job. For
instance, having good personal
hygiene is a plus. This goes for
men and women to have wellgroomed hands and fingernails.
Nix-Rice suggests for the ladies
to have keep an extra bottle of
nail-polish handy in the glove
compartment. No one wants
to be shaking their bosses’
hands and accidentally cut them
because their fingernails are too
raggedy. Keeping good skin
care by washing, toning, and
moisturizing the skin can help
you out in the long run. “There
is always the magic of make-up,”

Nix-Rice said. She mentioned if
women wanted to learn some
make-up tips that they could go
to the Clinique counter in their
local mall.
As far as inappropriate fashion
choices go miniskirts, cropped
tops, or low-rise jeans in the
business world do not mix.
“Nobody is going to do the old
Catholic girl thing and have her
on her knees to see if the skirt
is long enough,” Nix-Rice said.
A guy trying to wear fleece or
velour to a boardroom meeting
is also a no-go. In addition, men
are not supposed to wear shirts
with logos.
At the end of the event, Self
began the question and answer
session with help with what
purses would best to carry.
“Purses are fine, but just be
tailored as possible.
They
can be briefcase-like purses,
but make sure they are not too
loud looking,” Nix-Rice said.
Self also asked is it necessary
from women to wear stockings.
Nix-Rice exmplained that it is
usually necessary for women
to wear stockings on the job
and especially to the interview.
After Self broke the ice of
asking a first set of questions,
Sophomore,
Kelly
Morton
asked, “Should I go off of what
I think looks good on me versus
what other people think I look?”
Nix-Rice suggested maybe she
should get a color consultant to
help her out.
Audience members were
given a lot of fashion advice,
but there is another piece of
advice everyone should try to
remember. “You need to not
dress for the job you have, but
the one you want to aspire to,”
Nix-Rice said.
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Saying ‘Goodbye’ to Summer Vacation
By: Lisa Wolk,
Editor-in-Chief
For some students, summer
vacation only means one thing:
spending more time at the drag
strip. Unfortunately, the start of
the school year means entirely
too much reading, writing, and
studying and entirely too little
racing. Thankfully, however,
Gateway International Raceway
in Madison, Illinois provided
would-be racers with an endof-the-summcr bash to ease the
academic headaches.
Gateway was alive with
action during its 4th Midnight
Madness event of the season
on Friday, September 1,
2006.
The event brought
racers and spectators from all
over the metropolitan area,
far surpassing the attendance
of recent Madness events.
Although gates opened at 8:00
p.m., the line to get into the party
did not end until after midnight.
Two of the University’s own
students, William Wanstreet,
junior, and Scott Kurtz, senior,
also participated in racing down
the % mile drag strip.
The
Midnight
Madness
event was unique because it
consisted of street-style racing,
meaning that there was a flag
start instead of the traditional
drag racing Christmas Tree
(a series of colored lights that
deploy in succession, signaling
to the driver when to launch).
Additionally, scoreboards were
not used. These elements added
another layer of excitement and
surprise, as most of the racers
were not prepared for the flag
start. “The flag start really

LISA WOLK

In his 2006 Mitsubishi Eclipse, Will Wanstreet. top left, prepares to race a Nissan 350Z, bottom right, at Gateway

International Raceway on September 1, 2006.

threw me off and caused me to
have a slower reaction time...
If we had the Tree tonight, I
probably would've beaten that
[Nissan] 35OZ,” Wanstreet
says.
Wanstreet’s best time of the
night in his 2006 Mitsubishi
Eclipse GT was 14.99 seconds,
while Kurtz’s was 16.6 seconds
in his 2003 Pontiac Sunfire.
Both students have also
participated in Gateway’s Test
and Tune events throughout the
season, which are designed to
allow the racer to practice and
tune his or her car.
The final Midnight Madness
event of the season is on October
13,2006 from 8:00 p.m. to 3:00
a.m. Admission is $20 to race,
and $10 to spectate. The last
scheduled Test and Tune is
October 22, which costs $15
to race and $10 to spectate—a
trivial amount for an amazingly
good time.

Will Wanstreet, left, and Scott Kurtz, right, meet in the parking lot of Gateway International Raceway and prepare
for the night’s events.

Casino Night Gives Students Fake Money, Real Prizes
By: Courtney Harris,
Layout Editor
The sounds of students ranting
and raving about their winnings
(or the lack there of) and the
blare of the trumpet kicking off
the mice races can only mean
one thing, Casino Night.
Casino Night was established
in 1992 by former Student
Activities
Director,
Carla
Hickman and a group of
freshman students.
It was
thought to be a good way to get
people to socialize.
“We do it as a fun event to
get people to have a good time.
People don’t have to worry about
the pressures of real gambling.
It’s free, stress-free, and a good
way to meet new people,” Chris
Gill, Student Activities Director
says.

Casino Night was held Friday,
Aug. 25th in the recently
remodeled DSAC. There were
only about 200 students present,
but the DSAC overflowed with
games, food, and happy students
eating, socializing, and having
a good time.
Casino Night
brought out true gamblers in
everyone, whether winning or
losing. Coming to Casino Night
meant gambling for fun and
prizes. Every gambler started oft
the night with $15,000 in fake
money to use for gambling in
the games and races. For every
$10,000 that was cashed in, the
bankers issued that person one
raffle ticket. The more raffle
tickets earned, the better the
student's chances at winning a
prize.
There are not too many
opportunities to gamble with
fake money and win real

prizes. Some of the prizes that
the winners received included
a D.V.D. player, a gift basket
filled with movies and popcorn,
a laundry basket with hangers,
dryer sheets, laundry detergent
and $5 in quarters (everyone
certainly needs those quarters)
and an iPod.
Some of the games at Casino
Night
included
Blackjack,
Craps, and Russian Roulette but
above all, the mice races were
the attention grabbers. The mice
races were held much like a
horse race, with people betting
on the mouse they thought would
win. With shouts of “My mouse
won” and “I’m glad I bet on that
one,” it was obvious who had
placed their bets on the winning
mouse. The shouts of joy and
excitement were unavoidably
blended together with “Dang, I
should have bet on that mouse”

and “ Oh man, that was all of my
money.” People bet big money
on the mice races so it was
serious business.
“The mice races were fun
because I bet on one of the
mice that won,” Eleni Madison,
freshman, says.
Not everyone had the same
opinions about the races,
however. “I thought the mice
race was a good idea but a little
inhumane,” Leslie Redden,
freshman, says. The mice were
being dangled by their tails,
writhing in the handler’s hand
as the he dropped them into the
starting box.
For sophomore Elizabeth
McMullen, the best thing
about Casino Night was the
atmosphere.
“Casino Night
was fun because it was in the
new DSAC and it’s a very fun
environment to hang out with

friends and other students. The
casino games were really fun,”
McMullen says.
“Casino Night was fun because
I learned how to gamble,”
Lawinta Brown, freshman, says.
For others, it was the end result
that mattered the most. “You
got to win free stuff,” Andre
Stephens, freshman, says.
“Free prizes and blackjack
[really stood out], because that’s
all I could play,” Kelly Rose,
sophomore, says. She won a
giant stuffed hushpuppy. Rose
added, “Casino Night is probably
the most fun event of the school
year and the event that the most
people show up for.”
Casino Night allowed people
to have fun and get to know each
other. It was a great event to
kick off the school year.
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A group ofhillside homes in Orvieto, Italy.

Have Camera,
Will Travel
Student gives up a month of
summer in St. Louis to film
Italian documentary
By: Lisa Wolk,
Editor-in-Chief

On May 20th, 2006, Aaron
Jeter, senior, embarked on
an extraordinary journey that
started with a simple object in
the palm of his hand. Through
connections with his family’s
church, Jeter, along with his
Sony High Definition Digital
video camera, became the sole
eye into the production of a
centuries-old Biblical mystery
play, which was performed in
the streets of a small town in
Italy.
Jeter became aware of the
opportunity through a family
friend, a member of his family’s
church, and who also happened
to be writing the music for the
production, entitled Laude in
Ubris, The Road to Emmaus.
Jeter immediately expressed
his interest in filling the vacant
camera operator position and
provided examples of his
previous work. Soon thereafter,
he was contacted, and agreed to
forgo a month of his summer

vacation in St. Louis for a month
in Italy. “The whole part about
living in Italy for the summer
helped to interest me in this
project,’’ Jeter says.
Jeter soon headed to Orvieto,
Italy, a small Etruscan town two
hours north of Rome by train,
and there he began filming. His
documentary covers every aspect
of the play, from behind-thescenes—rehearsals,
technical
planning, and negotiations with the
townspeople—to the performance
of the scenes. He began every
day between 7:30 a.m. and 8:00
a.m., and filmed every second
until 9:00 or 10:00 at night. In the
morning, the performers worked
on the scenes that involved
dialogue, and proceeded with
music and dance scenes later in
the day. When rehearsals were
not scheduled, Jeter and the
production crew would meet with
the town officials. Work stopped
on two very important occasions,
however: every Sunday, and on
the days the Italy team played a
World Cup game.
Though his days were long,
Jeter was given a healthy respite
every day for lunch, which lasted

A street in the town of Orvieto, where Jeterfilmed his documentary..

at least three hours. “That
time allowed people to get
their energy back and plenty
of time to eat,” Jeter says.
Three hours may seem long
for a lunch break, but Orvieto,
keeping to its Old-World roots,
is part of a movement called
“slow food.” This movement
emphasizes making everything
from scratch, and the chefs do
not start preparing the meal
until it is ordered—hence the
extended lunch periods.
In addition to its “slow
food,” the town of Orvieto
also carries with it the tradition
of friendly and very sociable
residents.
“Everyone knew
who you were. I wasn’t able
to go anywhere without talking
to people. You would have to
literally plan time out to allow
people time to talk to you if
you wanted to get somewhere
by a certain time,” Jeter says.
Though there wasanextensive
production crew, Jeter was the
only person working on the
filming aspect of the project.
“It was nice to be my own boss
and have total creative control,
but it also brought along a lot
of responsibility at the same

time,” Jeter says.
When filming was complete at
the end of June, Jeter returned
home but his work was not yet
finished. Jeter still had to edit
over 40 hours of raw footage, in
order to get the documentary to
a more manageable size of three
and a half hours. Unfortunately,
Jeter’s work may remain

unknown to many, because it
was filmed entirely in Italian.
“The best part of the project I
would say was being immersed
in the town and culture. The
town was a very close-knit
community and very old. The
other thing I loved was the food.
That would be a given,” Jeter
says.

Jeter filmed his documentary in Orvieto, Italy, which is about two hours
north of Rome by train.

FEATURES
The University
Gets A New Voice
By:Chris Hamlett,
Reporter
Tucked away in the back of
the Public Safety/Information
Office, behind a neatly organized
desk, is where one will find the
source of the welcoming voice
that greets those who call upon
the University.
Anyone who has called the
University recently has heard
this voice and realized that it is
a new person on the other end
of the line. The voice is that of
Becky Jackson, the University’s
new operator.
Walking into the Information
Office, one might be hard pressed
to see her behind Jackson’s large
computer screen. And in seeing
her, many visitors may mistake
her for just another University
student. Jackson has been at the
University for about a month
and says she is now beginning
to settle in, admitting that she is
still getting to know new faces.
Jackson is responsible for
answering and
transferring
incoming phone calls, sorting
incoming faxes, getting things in
the mail, updating the University
phone directories, issuing guest
parking tags, and assisting those
needing help in getting around
campus. She is also responsible
for directing questions received
by her office to the correct
departments or people.
“At first 1 was worried 1 would
transfer a call to the wrong
person, or tell them something
wrong,” Jackson says timidly, as
she leaned forward over her desk.
Smiling nervously and blushing
at the thought of having media
attention, Jackson talked of how
she liked the University because
of its intimate atmosphere. “I
like it...everyone is nice,” she
says. Nonetheless, she has met
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only a few people because of the
lack of student traffic into the
Information Office.
When not manning the
switchboard in the Information
Office, Jackson, a native St.
Louisan, stated she enjoys
reading.
However, she does
venture to the park occasionally
with her dog Zoe and boyfriend
Tom.
Jackson can also be found in
the classroom as well, since she
is also a student continuing her
education through the OPTIONS
program.
Looking up at her bulletin
board, she explains that she did
know a couple people when she
took her current position, as she
pointed out that her boyfriend’s
sister is Anita Manion, Assistant
Director of Off-Campus Sites.
She went on to say that she
has gotten to know a few more
people at the University as they
frequent the office to get visitor
parking permits, ask questions,
and see Bob Kraeuchi, Director
of Public Safety.
In sharing an office with the
Director of Public Safety, she
has quickly become familiar
with the parking plight at the
University. She smiled as she
talked of the number of people
who come to the office seeking
pardons for parking tickets. She
did stress, however, that those
with parking woes have been
nice to her. “They tell me their
problem and I quickly point
them to Bob,” she says.
NOTE: The Information Office
is located in the same office as
Public Safety on the first floor
of Ryan Hall: room number 101,
and can be reached by calling
the University or at infooffice@
fontbonne.edu.

University Resources
•Campus Ministry
Offering support and guidance with life and faith
concerns or questions to all Fontbonne students regardless
of religious background.
Contact Tony Mravle (314) 889-4523

•Personal Counseling
- Will counsel students short-term (1-10 sessions).
Contact Mary Asaro (314) 889-4516.

•Wellness Program
offering kickboxing, Pilates, core classes and yoga.
Contact Brian Hoener (314) 889-1466

‘Friendly’ Feuds Over Lunch
By: Whitney Payne,
Managing Editor
The two contestants eyed
each other warily. They glared
at each other over the table
as they were forced to shake
hands. Then they grabbed their
buzzers and prepared to Feud!
On August 28th, 12 contestants
were selected from the crowd
of lunch-goers to participate in
the classic game show, “Family
Feud.”
“It does pay to actually go
to school every now and then.
Literally,” Aaron Jeter, senior,
says.
Tiffany Cavoretto, senior,
organized and hosted the show.
The game was set up exactly like
the television show and even
featured an official scorekeeper.
It took place in the newly
remodeled DSAC on its first day
of operation since the changes.
“The new DSAC was nice, but it
was hard to set up not knowing
where anything was,”. Cavoretto
says.
Cavoretto, who has been put in
charge of all lunchtime activities
for this year, watched countless
episodes of “Family Feud” this
summer in order to understand
the types of questions for the
game. “It was hard to figure the
points with the final round, so
I had to guesstimate a little to
make it fit,” Cavoretto says.
For those who didn’t know

how to Feud, an overview was
given. Two teams were given the
same question. One player from
each team attempted to guess
what everyday people answered
when presented with the same
question. Whichever player
gave the answer worth more
points had the opportunity to let
their team guess the remaining
answers. One at a time, team
members gave their guess. Right
guesses scored points, wrong
guesses were a strike. After
three strikes, the other team had
a chance to guess. If they scored
a correct answer, they stole all
of the points accumulated from
that round.
At the end of the game, the
winning team selected two
players to play the fast money
round. One at a time, each player
was asked a question, and had
to come up with the single best
answer, all within 25 seconds.
If they got 150 points or more,
they could win $30.
Colleen Harter, senior, was
playing on one side of the fence.
She operated as both leader and
cheerleader as her team fought
to reach the top. “Fontbonne
Feud was just a great lunchtime
activity. It was relaxing, and
everyone grew up watching the
show, so it was easy to play
and enjoy yourself. I liked the
friendly competition. I wish

some people [like Aaron Jeter]
would have been able to take it
as friendly competition,” Harter
says.
Jeter played where the grass
was greener. Taking a sterner
approach than Harter, he
assisted his team over and again
with correct answers. This quick
thinker helped to take his team
to the winner’s circle. “It’s a
fun game because you get to see
people think on their feet and
have fun, friendly competition.
The Feud was the first place my
English major actually earned
me money. Since I won the last
time I played, I might actually
be able to pay off my tuition. I
always enjoyed Family Feud,
it’s a good game, even though
I played it on a whim,” Jeter
says.
At the end of the game, each
player from the losing team was
presented with $ 15 and each
member of the winning team
was given $30. Then Cavaretto
played a quick game with the
audience where she would call
out an item. Whoever brought
her the item first won $5. The
game got heated as players
rushed to be the first at the table.
As the contestants left the DSAC
though, life returned to normal
and the Feud was over.
“The taste of victory is sweet
when you can rub it in [Colleen
Harter’s] face,” Jeter says.

Living a Balanced Life
By: Ruth Crouse,
Guest Writer
The college years can be
a challenging period in life.
Students must manage time, class
work, family, friends, and health.
Students often find a balance of
what works best for them. For
many, family is a solid resource
for support, food and a place to
do laundry. For others, friends
may serve as a greater network
to rely on. Often the people we
depend on are those with whom
we eat, live, study, and play
with. These people are a factor
in our success, health and well
being not only in college, but
throughout our lives.
Sleep, healthy eating habits,
and exercise are key towards
a student’s success in college.
According to the Smart Students
Guide to Healthy Living by
M.J. Smith, R.D., sleep fosters
creative thinking, the ability to
focus in class, a boost for the
immune system and a reduction
of the possibility of weight gain.
A proper diet improves overall
energy,
class performance,
and also lowers the odds

that of gaining the freshmen
fifteen. Exercise eases stress,
maintains weight, offers time
for social activity, and improves
concentration
and
sleep.
Whether students live on or off
campus, eating healthy, sleeping
and exercising should be high on
the priority list.
Finding time to squeeze in
eight hours of sleep, a jog around
campus, and a good meal is tough.
On the other hand, sometimes
students don’t know how to
get started and the information
on the Internet and elsewhere
can be confusing; Asking for
help can be intimidating, more
so when a student does not
know who to ask or where to
go. The bottom line is everyone
needs places and people to go
to in times of need, whether at
home, school, or elsewhere. In
an effort to assist students with
healthy eating, keeping fit, and
well-being, a list of resources
from the University, Saint Louis
and the Internet are listed in the
boxes to the left and right. With
a solid support system, plenty of
sleep, good food, learning and
exercise the 2006 - 2007 school
year is sure to be a success.

Saint Louis Resources

•Alcoholism and Drug Abuse
Information Center - Provides
local resources and information
about alcoholism and drug
abuse. (314) 962-3456
•Anorexia - Bulimia Treatment
and Education Center - Provides
information and treatment for
eating disorders. (314) 5696565
•Overeaters Anonymous - Local
support group for people with
overeating issues. (314) 6386070
•Suicide Crisis Intervention
- 24 hour support hotline (314)
647-4357

Internet Resources

•www.eatright.org - Offering
current nutrition information
resources.
•www.fitday.com - free web
based journals for food intake,
weight loss and fitness goals.
•www.ulifeline.org - resource
center for college students’
mental health and well-being.
•www. mentalhealthscreening,
org - Anonymous screening
program
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Campus Ministry Gets
New Staff Member

Festival, continued from page one
A
unique art talent was
displayed by Isha’s Jolly
Time Candles, who offered
an abundance of rich smelling
candles in any assortment of
dessert. But the top sellers of the
festival were at thejewclry tables,
offered by Reneta’s Pictures
and Jewelry and Tywana’s Oil
and Jewelry. “The festival is
great, the music is phenomenal.
Dr. Golden is up on the stage
dancing. I bought jewelry and
others bought paintings... it’s
just wonderful,” says Ashley
Brown, junior.
The
festival
was
truly
expressing the
theme of
“Celebrate Diversity,” as the
band Youth and Roots took the
stage and shifted the atmosphere
from the Latin rhythm to the
Rasta beat of Reggae.
Bright
vibrant
greens,
reds, yellows and blacks of
the Jamaican heritage were
displayed through the clothing
and even the microphone of the
band. The band offered live
percussion beats, and vibrations
of bass and lead guitar.
“The reggae band was excellent
and the music gave me a
powerful vibe. I believe that the
office of Multicultural Affairs
did a good job in opening up the
school to something new and
more diverse,” says, Adrienne
Reed, senior.
While bobbing their heads to
the rhythm, students traveled
across the Meadow to the
“Taste of Taiwan” table, where
the University’s international
students let guests savor the
flavors of foods from Taiwan.
Imagine the tastes of sesame
mochi, dried sweet potatoes,
green tea moach, or pearl milk
tea. However, if one could not

Director of Campus Ministry,
Tony Mravle,” Schumacher
says.
Schumacher wanted to make
sure
that the school where
“The University has been
she
was
to work had students
blessed over the years with the
that
were
empowered to be
wonderful ministry staff we
leaders and wanted to establish
have. Every minister has their
relationships. She looked for
own style,” says Colleen Harter,
students who wanted to help
senior.
Our new Assistant
with out with campus ministry.
to Campus Ministry Sara
“In fact, 1 interviewed at least
Schumacher definitely has her
20-30 students at dinner to see if
own style of doing things, like
they were really up for the job.
keeping her money together in
I really like [the University]
a certain way, “I was keeping
because it has such a small,
some spare money in my blue
intimate setting to connect with
mug and some brown wet gooey
the students,” Schumacher says.
stuff accumulated at the bottom
One
of the
challenges
of the mug, and I had to lay the
Schumacher
faces
is
balancing
bills out to dry over my desk,”
going
to
graduate
school
for
Schumacher says.
Not only
Pastoral
Studies
and
working.
does she keep her finances in
“[The University] is being
order, “She makes a big effort
so flexible with me working
to stay on base with the students
her
and going to school at the
and staff,” Harter says.
same time which is great,”
Schumacher is originally from
Schumacher says.
Another
Kansas City. “I grew up in a
challenge Schumacher faces
big Catholic Family, 1 out of 5
is the transition from working
kids; I was the 2nd oldest I was
at
a
non-denominational
always known as the responsible
establishment to working for a
one, who didn’t get in a lot of
Catholic university. “It’s a little
trouble,” she says. Schumacher
different, but these are good
attended a Catholic school up
challenges from which I’ll grow,
to 8th Grade that her father was
and there are students here who
principle of. “In the beginning,
represent different religious
religion was not really important
backgrounds also.” she says.
to me, and my family never
Mravle had some thoughts
forced religion us and they were
on Schumacher’s contributions
always very supportive. My
to the Campus Ministry. “Over
brother had problems with the
the years many students have
school, so we switched to public
voiced interest in an organized
schools,” Schumacher says.
Bible discussion group. Sara
Schumacher discovered her
Schumacher will be reviving the
life’s work while being at a
Bible
discussion program called
summer camp before she was
Journey
that is student led, and
going to graduate from high
she
will
be beginning that this
school. She had a lifeguard job at
year,” Mravle says.
which she practiced CPR. “One
“[The Bible discussion
day there was an accident where
group] will be a wonderful
a little girl almost drowned and
opportunity for students to get
she had to go to hospital, and
involved and to connect. This
I was upset out of concern for
can really reinforce interfaith,”
her, I was also upset because
Schumacher says.
she missed the day we were
Schumacher
has
various
going to be talking about Jesus.
hobbies she likes to do. She
I didn’t know why kept getting
likes to spend time with her
so upset, so I started to pray, and
family and friends and also
God gave me this feeling that I
enjoys exercising and jogging.
should do this as a full time job,”
“I keep a journal but I need to
Schumacher says.
read
a lot more,” Schumacher
Schumacher
graduated
says.
Schumacher loves to watch
from Mizzou (University of
television
like everybody else.
Missouri-Columbia) with a
“
My
favorite
show is Project
degree in Elementary School
Runway,
I
can
’
t
wait to see who
Education. She has lived in the
wins,
”
Schumacher
says.
Show-Me state for two years.
Schumacher has a main goal
Before coming to thr University,
with ministering to students and
Schumacher worked for a youth
staff: “Hove having relationships
ministry group called YoungLife
with people who are on the
which she has been in since
same level as I am on. I want
college. “I originally moved
to help students as individuals,”
to St. Louis to work with high
she says. Schumacher wants
school students but I felt I was
students to feel comfortable
called to help Catholic college
to even talk about their classes
students. I feel that working with
to her. “I really want to spend
college students allows more
quality time with people, if I do
depth and communication,”
not have that in my life I feel
Schumacher says.
very bored,” Schumacher says.
“Originally, I didn’t even plan
Another of Schumacher’s
on coming to [the University]
hobbies
is sleep. “I get so tired
at first, but my friend Natasha
in
the
afternoon,
there should be
Weitl, told me she was leaving,
beds
in
the
office,
” Schumacher
and that there was an opening for
says.
me. She also told me to e-mail

By: Chrystal Edwards,
Reporter

Students, teachers, and staff visit the many tables in Medaille Meadow
during the Multicultural Festival.

muster up the courage to try
these exotic dishes, there were
tables of desserts like sweet
potato pies, tarts, and funnel
cakes offered on the four corners
of the festival grounds.
Continuing to discover the
culture of Asia, there was a table
in which one could have his or
her English name written in
Chinese. The ancient Japanese
art of Origami was the next
table. There, students tried to
perfect the paper folds to create
the praying monk taught by Greg
Taylor, Executive Vice President
for Strategy and Operations, and
Michael Grissom, Director of
Information Technology, known
as the “Origami Black Belt”.
Other
community
organizations were present,

including Delta Sigma Theta’s
Alpha Omega chapter, St. Louis
Hillel, Catholic Charities, Urban
League of Metropolitan St.
Louis Inc., and Nia Kuumba
and the University’s own FISH,
offering information to students
in need of aid, or who may want
to volunteer their services.
The
University’s
first
Multicultural Festival was a
success according to Leslie
Doyle,
the
Director
of
Multicultural Affairs. “The
festival was created to kick off
the school year and for students
to celebrate differences in who
they are, where they come from
and who we are as a diverse
community,” Doyle says.

Relish Packet
Needs Your Midterm Vote!
PayAttention.org
IF YOU'RE NOT VOTING. THEN WHO,ARF YOU El TCTING’
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Coffeehouse Relieves Stress
By: Rachel Whitener,
Features Editor

It is 9:30 PM, and after an
exhausting day of classes, over
fifty students lounge on couches
and in comfy chairs in the DSAC.
Tonight will be their break from
note-taking, first assignments,
and school-year stress in
general. FISH, the University’s
service organization, sponsors
Coffeehouse once a month
during the school year.
Coffeehouse,
according
to senior Jonathan Kozak,
is meant to give students a
chance to relax and listen to
different performances, but
more importantly, the event is
an opportunity for socialization.
It usually lasts for two hours.
An artist performs for half that
time and then takes a break for
an open mic session, during
which students sing, read poetry,
or tell jokes. Then the performer
finishes off the show.
This year’s second session
of Coffeehouse held Monday,
September 18, featured singer/
songwriter Jacob Pratt, Jake to
his many friends who attended.
Pratt played his music in front
of over fifty people. Four young
men sat in one corner and quietly
played poker, one rowdy bunch
sprawled near the back and
laughed loudly, two large groups
gathered around the tables,
Pratt’s friends sat together in the
front, and three girls played air
hockey in the new game room.
Kozak had a table set up near
the middle, featuring decaf
and regular coffee served in
cardboard boxes with handles,
hot cocoa, an array of chips
and baked cookies, mini candy
bars, Starbursts, and Oreos. He

stayed busy for the first half
hour, refilling the coolers with
soda and experimenting with the
lighting, before sitting down to
listen.
Pratt, dressed in a blue button
down shirt, khaki cargo shorts
and flip-flops, sat on a stool
with his acoustic guitar. His
music began calm and beautiful,
with gentle lyrics sang in a
gentle voice. These songs were
balanced by songs exploding
with speedy guitar riffs and
powerhouse vocals.
Pratt’s
shaggy hair and versatile music
style made him comparable to
Jon Foreman of Switchfoot.
While students talked casually
during Pratt’s playing, he also
received enthusiastic applause
coupled with shouts of “Yeah,
Jake, you’re awesome!”
When Pratt took his break,
the open mic session turned out
several powerful performances.
It began with sad reflection as
one young man named Andy
read a poem about 9/11. An
acoustic
toe-tapping
duet
followed, and the break ended
with heartfelt solos by each
musician. Although that night’s
artists were mainly musicians,
Kozak says he usually hears a
lot of poetry during open mic
time. It was just past 11:00 PM
when Pratt took the stage again.
Although some students had
left, he finished before a large
and seemingly stress-relieved
crowd.
Coffeehouse was only about
a year old when Kozak began
helping with it as a freshman. He
is now a senior and in charge of
the event. His duties range from
calming the performer to picking
up the groceries, or snacks, to
arranging for a location. Kozak’s
most important job, however, is

to book the entertainment. “I
have a list of performers that
have come here in the past, like
over the last couple of years, that
have been really popular, but I
want to try to bring in some of
the new talent,” he says.
Coffeehouse has seen a wide
range of music from mellow to
more upbeat melodies to some
rock and alternative tunes. One
of the more popular performers
at the University was Javier
Mendoza, who Kozak says, “was
huge.” The Coffeehouse crowd
is usually a good-sized one. One
of Kozak’s first Coffeehouse
experiences was an audience
of about eighty students, many
of whom, when the performer
stopped for open mic time,
left, thinking the show was
over. They also had one rock
performance last semester which
was slightly inappropriate, but,
as Kozak says, “It happens.”
The next Coffeehouse is
scheduled for Monday, October
23rd, and while Kozak tries to
plan the entertainment at least
one month in advance, he is
uncertain about the performer.
Students who have never been
to one of FISH’s Coffeehouse
sessions should plan to attend
this year’s 3rd event in October.
Bring a song, poem, story, or
joke for open mic time, or maybe
just wear sweats. Either way,
students who enter with school
on the brain will leave with their
heads in the clouds.
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Jennifer Adams tries to get a healthy and low-cost snackfrom a vending
machine in the Science building.

Healthy Options at
the Push of a Button
By: Jennifer Adams, Guest
Writer
Gazing helplessly into the
glass of vending machines and
hoping that something good will
jump out and say “pick me” is a
crisis that many college students
face during mid-morning or
late afternoon, when hunger
pangs are at their worst. When
these students are just grabbing
something to hold themselves
over until lunch or dinner, or if
they will be skipping a meal,
they want to be able to get the
most for their money.
The one thing that everyone
needs to keep in mind is not to
fill up on empty calories. Empty
calorie foods contain little, if any
nutritional value including candy
bars, potato chips, processed
foods and soda. One quick way
to gauge the consumption of
empty calories is to look at the
nutrition label facts; if there is a
high number of calories and fat
and very little fiber or protein,
most likely it is an empty calorie.
Empty calories can leave people
feeling full at first, but then
they start to crash and feeling
hungry or sleepy just after a few
minutes.
Here are a couple of options
that are offered in the vending
machines on the first floor of
Ryan Hall.
Instead of pushing that soda
button try the following:
•Everyone gets tired of just
water, but now water is offered
in a variety of flavors. Water
will also help your body absorb
the nutrients during the day.

•Milk is an excellent source
of calcium, but most of the time
the only serving we get is in our
cereal. Low fat milk has less
than 100 calories and about 2.4
grams of fat for a one cup.
• 100% juice one cup has 112
calories, 'A gram of fat and 207%
vitamin C.
The following are some
healthy snack choices that can
also be found in Ryan Hall:
•Always look for the baked
snack chip options instead of
fried.
•Trail mix has nuts, raisins, and
yogurt mixed into it. Nuts are
an excellent source of healthy
fats, which can lower the risk of
heart disease. Try to avoid the
trail mix that has chocolate or
candies.
•Low fat yogurt has 154
calories, 4 grams of fat and 13
grams of protein for every one
cup.
•Oatmeal to-go: all you have
to do is uncover it, add water,
and stick in into the microwave.
A very easy and healthy snack
that will hold you over until the
next meal.
The above are just of few of
the many choices that we have
available to us in the vending
machines on campus. College
students are becoming more
aware of their options, causing
the companies to bring more
healthy foods to campuses.
Now if only we could resist that
bag of M&M’s promoting the
new color.
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Men Take a Stand
By: Dan Koehler,
Opinion Editor

As senior Stanley Amos
walks to class in the Science
Building, he encounters several
female students tanning in the
Meadow. He begins to sweat a
little as he ducks into Ryan Hall,
where again he is plagued by
women, this time eating food.
He breaks into a sprint and dives
into the nearest bathroom only
to discover two girls powdering
their noses. He bursts out into
tears as he is escorted out of the
women’s restroom by public
safety and was heard muttering,
“All these women, 1 just don’t
know what to do.”
Amos has been taking strides
to make sure the men on this
campus do not go through the
same traumatic experience and
go unnoticed. “Sometimes it
seems like we’re all alone out
there. I mean 1 can walk to
class and not see a single guy.
Do you have any idea how
uncomfortable that makes me?”
said Amos.
Other men on campus, much
like Amos, are tired of being
a minority at the University
and want to see things start to
change. This is why a group of
men have started the University’s
latest organization, Fontbonne
Men’s Support Group, FMSG.
Inspired by one man, Jon
Dressier, the University’s first
male student leader of the year,
the FMSG decided to come from
out of the shadows. Junior Vice
President Stuart Preston said,
“We have met secretly for years,
but with Jon winning the award,
we decided it was time to go
public.”
This group is dedicated to
showing the campus that the
voices of the male student
population will not go unheard.
As the days pass, the organization
gets larger. “It seems that every
meeting we have, I see more and
more new faces. I hear more
and more stories. And I feel all
of their pain, because 1 have felt

it too,” said Amos.
The effects of this group are
starting to be felt across the
campus. Whelan Gordon, junior,
recently took a drastic measure to
try and reach his goal of having
urinals placed in the bathrooms
of St. Joseph’s Hall. The drastic
measure taken was a hunger
strike. “I know a hunger strike
has nothing to do with urinals,
but it’s all I could think of,”
stated Gordon. The strike lasted
from 8:37 am September 1st to
8:39 am September 1st. Said
Gordon, “I was making good
progress, 1 thought I smelled
Jack N the Box tacos so I went
out in the hallway. No one had
any though; it was just the carpet
that smelled like tacos. Since I
was out of the bathroom, I just
went home.”
While Amos and the other
members of FMSG do not
approve of Gordon’s actions,
they do appreciate his support.
And in light of this, FMSG has
decided to hold a more formal,
less drastic event: a retreat. But
this is not just any retreat; its
main purpose is to get back to
the roots of manhood. The exact
location of the retreat is still
to be determined, but here is a
rundown of what will happen
over the course of the two
day getaway: first, those who
have signed up will pack one
backpack with meat, and only
meat, and the participants will
be allowed to bring power tools.
Then they will be driven to a
remote location in the middle of
the woods and dropped off. They
will participate in activities such
as “Don’t wipe with the poison
ivy” and “How many beehives
can I steal honey from?”
If this does not appeal to
potential members, they can
just attend meetings, which vary
from week to week (check the
University website for exact
information). But one thing is
certain, said Amos, “We will not
be going away. I will not stand
down until my nightmares of
being surrounded by girls stop.
And I hope that comes soon.”

An Elevator’s Golden Opportunity
By: Amanda Rampold,
Reporter

One early morning, I stepped
onto the Fine Arts building
elevator, and was greeted by
an odd smell. Now, when I say,
“greeted” I don’t mean in a
friendly manner, it was more like
a punch in the face. I covered
my face with my sleeve and ran
off the elevator as soon as the
door opened. A friend later told
me what the smell was: urine. At
first, I didn’t want to believe it;
1 needed physical proof. I went
back to the elevator, held my
nose, and found the evidence I
needed: a large, circular stain.
Gradually, disgust gave way to
curiosity. What on earth would
possess someone to make the
elevator a toilet? I was fascinated,
and 1 spent the greater part of my
free time playing the scene out
in my head. I wanted to get into
the mind of someone who would
do such a thing. I came up with
a few ideas.
Although the likely scenario
involved intoxicants, I thought it
would be much more interesting
to imagine the person as being
completely sober. I was almost
positive the culprit was male. A

girl would have to go through
too much trying to avoid all
the layers of clothing, and in
the end, would probably just
pee all over herself. If it were
a girl, she would probably have
to have been wearing a skirt, in
which case, she would have had
to do an awkward curtsey for
aim. Boys have it much easier
in that area, and therefore the
crime was likely to have been
committed by a male. And was
the individual alone, or did he
have company?
I envisioned a group of friends
gathered around the culprit
encouraging him to pee on the
elevator. The boy, believing he
is an individual who completely
disregards social expectations,
agrees to do what his friends tell
him. Oh, I’m expected to pee in
a toilet, am I? Well, I’ll show
them. And as the boy unzips
his fly, and positions himself
accordingly, a supportive friend
massages the shoulders of the
culprit, and as he gets ready
to release, the friend awaits
eagerly. Then, after mission has
been completed, the two slap
each other high five (weird).
And three hours later they are
still laughing about it because
they are boys, and there is pee in
the elevator, and they didn’t get

caught, and it is just so funny. It
may be hilarious to them, but it is
not so funny to those who board
the elevator on a daily basis.
I talked to a few psychologists
about the incident, and they all
agree that a person willing to
urinate in an elevator (while
other people watch) is a person
who feels they have something
to prove. The perpetrator was
only trying to show his friends
there was nothing to hide. (“Not
only am I courageous, but also
I’m completely adequate in that
area”).
I never did find out who peed
in the elevator, mostly because
after the carpet was cleaned
for the millionth time (God
bless our custodial staff), the
smell dissipated and I basically
stopped caring. One may think
I am being overdramatic about
the whole situation, and that is
just fine. Maybe I am. But, the
next time you are in an elevator,
try to imagine peeing in such a
space, and if you are revolted
by the thought, good for you.
But, if you can imagine yourself
committing such an atrocity,
please don’t ever speak to me.
I have an entire list of people I
refuse to trust, and “Person Who
Pees in the Elevator” has just
been added.
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Women’s Soccer Roster Fall 2006
Year

Name
Matz, Jamie

So.

Respi, Nikki

Jr.

Dahlberg, Emily

Sr.

Schaefer, Mallory

Sr.

Pipitone, Erin

So.

Behnen, Shannon

Fr.

Ferguson, Kristen

Fr. _

Selvaggio, Stephanie

Fr._

McCoy, Bridget

Sr

McFall, Molly

So

Williams, Becky

Jr.

Otto, Katrina

Jr.

Kelly, Brenda

Sr.

Ward, Claire

Sr.

Hoefert, Jennifer

Sr.

Hogan, Meghan

Jr.

Newsome, Mandi

Jr.

Patterson, Sharon

Jr.

Weber, Angie

So.

Women’s Volleyball Shakes It Up

Women’s Soccer Team
Facing Adversity Well
By: Patrick Zeis,
Reporter

The
University's
women
soccer team has opened the
season going 1-4-1 due in large
part to a tough schedule and little
consistency.
After an early season trip to
Boston put the Lady Griffins in
a hole at 0-2-0, the team fought
back to salvage a win and a tie
in their next two games against
Missouri Baptist and Blackbum
College. In their most recent two
games, the Lady Griffins lost
to conference powers Webster
University
and
Principia
University.
During the first weekend of
September, the Griffins traveled
to the New England region to
play Curry College and Rhode
Island College.' Success was
hard to find in these two games.
The Griffins were defeated by
Rhode Island College 3-0 and
Curry College 4-0. The Lady
Griffins played Rhode Island
tough until goals in the 78th and
80th minute put a victory out of
reach.
This season, the Lady Griffins
have few familiar returning
personnel, but they have not let
it affect them. “It was a very
positive bonding experience,”
Coach John Westermann says.
Upon their return to St. Louis
and a four day rest, the team
prepared to play a very talented
Missouri Baptist team. In a very
even match up, senior goaltender
Claire Ward helped the team
salvage a tie with 14 saves and
an assist on the only Griffin goal.
Freshman Shannon Behnen put
the Griffins up by a goal when
she scored on a breakaway, from
Ward’s clearing kick, in the 67th
minute. Missouri Baptist fought
right back got a lucky bounce on
a cross that the Griffins put into
their own net.

“You can’t really do anything
about an own goal, its just we
were in the wrong place at the
wrong time. We played so hard,
we didn’t want to lose and we
didn’t,” freshman midfielder
Kristin Ferguson says.
Ferguson, Behnen, and fellow
newcomer Stephanie Selvaggio
have accounted for 17 of the
teams 26 points. Behnen, a
freshman from Oakville High
School, is making her presence
felt in St. Louis Intercollegiate
Athletic Conference (SLIAC)
play. She leads the team with 12
points on six goals.
“[Behnen] is very fast and
handles the ball extremely
well,” Coach Westermann says.
Nonetheless, a core gropp of
seniors have been carrying the
leadership role.
The Lady Griffins flexed
their muscle in their next game
against SLIAC rival, Blackbum
College, when a hat trick by
Behnen helped the team ease
to a 5-1 victory. Selvaggio and
senior Mallory Schaefer each
added a goal and assist to help
the cause.
“We played really slow at
Blackbum. Our game needed
to be picked up a notch. But we
won and played good overall,”
Ferguson, who takes the free
kicks for the team, says.
The Griffins’ two most recent
games against SLIAC rivals did
not go so well. Two early goals
by Webster gave the Gorloks a
nice cushion to sit on until the
final whistle. The game ended
2-0. In a high scoring affair
against Principia College, the
Griffins found themselves in
a shootout losing 5-3. Behnen
had two goals, while Mallory
Schaefer added the other. Kristin
Ferguson had three assists for
the Lady Griffins.
As the season progresses, the
Lady Griffins will look for more
stability throughout the team.

By: Bob Rott,
Sports Editor
The
women’s
volleyball
team looks to regain the St.
Louis Intercollegiate Athletic
Conference (SLIAC) Regular
Season Championship as well
as defend its Post-Season
Tournament Championship this
year. With only four returning
players, coach Brad Bruns, in the
second year of his tenure at the
University, along with student
assistant Dan Koehler, have
their work cut out for them this
season. With nine new players
on the team it’s going to take
some time for the players to gel
and come together as a team.
The Lady Griffins will look to
returning senior middle blocker
Mary Stock from Washington,
Missouri to anchor the team. So
far in the early season Stock has
been perhaps the Lady Griffins’
most consistent player.
The
high flying Granite City, Illinois
native, senior Brittany Kult is in
her second year at outside hitter
after two seasons as a defensive
specialist. Kult had been an
All-Conference
performer
at defensive specialist in her
sophomore season. As soon as
coach Bruns arrived on campus,
he recognized the leaping ability
of the 5’9” junior, at the time,
and immediately moved her to
outside hitter where she helped
her team. Senior Erin Geisler
from Ritenour High School in
St. Louis rounds out the trio of
returning seniors.
The
remaining
returning
player is junior setter Rachel
Schwoeppe. As a freshman,
Schwoeppe was a starter in the
6-2 offense during the 2004
season.
When Bruns took
over the coaching reigns, he
place his confidence in the then
sophomore Schwoeppe. Last
year, Schwoeppe was named
first team All-Conference and

she broke a University record for
the most assists in One season.
Coach Bruns has brought in
nine new players to fill out the
roster this year. Three of the new
players on the team are junior
transfer students. Megan Ichord
hails from the mid-Missouri
town of Houston. At 5’8" she is
slated to compete for the outside
hitter position opposite Kult. A
knee injury slowed down Ichord
progression, but she is getting
back in the swing of things.
Ashley Dill, a St. Louis native,
comes to the University as a 5’4”
defensive specialist. Fans at the
games this season may notice
Dill’s unusual serving motion.
The last of the upper classmen
on the team this year will be
Rachael Vining. At 5’8”, Vining
will also be looking for playing
time as an outside hitter. She
is a native of Indiana, but now
lives in Sikeston, Missouri. For
being an outside hitter Vining
is relatively short, but she has a
very good vertical jump. Vining
will have to hit over the opposing
outside hitters.
The sole sophomore on the
Lady Griffin volleyball team this
year is Washington, Missouri
native Ellen Toben. Toben is
5’9” and may split time between
outside hitter and middle blocker.
On the young season Toben has
been nothing less than super as
hitter and blocker.
Coach Bruns’ first true
class
freshmen
recruiting
consists of five players. Sarah
Knoll, an outside hitter, is 5’8”
and attended Hazelwood Central
High School in Florissant,
Missouri. Two freshmen come
to the University’s volleyball
team as defensive specialists.
Becky Bufka is a 5’5” graduate
of Northwest High School in
Jefferson County, Missouri, and
5’4” Megan Simon, comes to
the Lady Griffins from Marist
High School in Chicago, Illinois.
Hoping to play opposite of senior

’s
Name
Kult, Brittany
Stock, Mary
Geisler, Erin
Schwoeppe, Rachel
Dill, Ashley
Ichord, Megan
Vining, Rachael
Toben, Ellen
Spiegel, Erin
Simon, Megan
Knoll, Sarah
Brocco, Alyssa
Bufka, Rebecca

Stock is 5’9” freshman Erin
Spiegel. Spiegel spent her prep
career at Tower Grove Christian
High School in St. Louis as
a middle blocker.
Simon,
who hails from Chicago, is a
defensive specialist. Completing
the roster is 5’6” outside hitter
Alyssa Brocco, who comes to
the University from high school
volleyball powerhouse Cor Jesu
Academy in south St. Louis
County.
The team opened their season
traveling to the Virgin Islands
and the Lady Griffins came out
victorious in all three matches
they competed in on the trip.
On September 7th the Lady
Griffins opened regular season
conference competition against a
newcomer to the SLIAC, Eureka
College.
The Lady Griffins
defeated Eureka three games to
one, by scores of 27-30, 30-23,
30-21, and 30-24.
A week later the Lady Griffins
were pitted against Maryville at
Maryville. The Lady Griffins
defeated the Saints of Maryville
three games to one, by scores of
30-17,30-28,25-30,30-25. The
Lady Griffins played very well
in the first two games of this
match, but then started to make
mistakes and lost game three.
They regroup in game four,
and won the fourth game of the
match.
the
weekend
of
Over
September 15-17 the Lady
Griffins traveled to Chicago to
play in a tournament. They went
two and two in Chicago. In their
first match the Lady Griffins
played and was defeated by
North Central College, three
games to none.
The team
regrouped and defeated Grinnell
College three games to none.
The Lady Griffins were defeated
by
Benedictine
University
three games to one. Finally,
in Chicago, the team defeated
Dominican Univesity three
games to none.

Roster Fall 2006
Year__
Sr. _
Sr._
Sr- _
Jr._
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
So.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.

We Want Your
Story Ideas!
Know anyone that does something
cool or unusual?

Do you have an opinion about
something on campus?
Do you draw comic strips or
political cartoons?
•

I

Send your submissions or story ideas to:
wolkl@campus.fontbonne.edu

